“From Palo Duro Canyon outside
Amarillo Texas
The prairie dog town fork of the Red
River flows
Headed cross the plains along the
coast of Oklahoma
To the Mississippi River and the Gulf
of Mexico”
Red River by Guy Clark
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Red River Boundary between Texas and Oklahoma

South bank of the Red
River in July 2015 the
day after a rain.
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Natural Boundaries for
International Borders
Adams – Onís Treaty of 1819
•

Sabine, Red, and Arkansas Rivers

•

begin on the Gulf of Mexico, at the mouth of the River Sabine
in the Sea, continuing North, along the Western Bank of that
River, to the 32d degree of Latitude; thence by a Line due
North to the degree of Latitude, where it strikes the Rio Roxo
of Natchitoches, or Red-River, then following the course of
the Rio-Roxo Westward to the degree of Longitude, 100 West
from London and 23 from Washington, then crossing the said
Red-River, and running thence by a Line due North to the
River Arkansas, thence, following the Course of the Southern
bank of the Arkansas to its source in Latitude, 42. North and
thence by that parallel of Latitude to the South-Sea

Caroline C. Stafford v. Adam C. King
•

SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS, 30 Tex. 257, April, 1867
Natural objects are mountains, lakes, rivers, creeks, rocks, and
the like; artificial objects are marked trees, stakes, mounds, etc.,
constructed by others or the surveyor, and called for in the fieldnotes, and they should be inserted in the patent. (Paschal’s Dig.
Art. 5294, note 1144)
In all future controversies these calls are to be searched for,
and, if found, there can be little room for controversy about the
boundaries; if not found, or found out of their places, then the
rules of law must control.
The general rules as to controlling calls are: 1, natural objects;
2, artificial objects; 3, course and distance. (Pas. Dig. Art. 5294,
note 1144.)

Melishe, John (1820) Map of the United
States of America, retrieved from
www.loc.gov on March 15, 2015.

Natural Boundaries for
International Borders
• Oklahoma v. Texas, 261 U.S. 340 (1923)
• boundary between the States of Oklahoma and Texas, where it follows the course of
the Red River from the one hundredth meridian of west longitude to the eastern
boundary of the State of Oklahoma, is part of the international boundary
established by the treaty of 1819 between the United States and Spain, and is on
and along the south bank of that river as the same existed in 1821
• south bank of the river is the water-washed and relatively permanent elevation or
acclivity, commonly called a cut bank, along the southerly side of the river which
separates its bed from the adjacent upland, whether valley or hill, and usually serves
to confine the waters within the bed and to preserve the course of the river.
• at the mean level attained by the waters of the river when they reach and wash the
bank without overflowing it
• where there is no well defined cut bank, but only a gradual incline from the sand bed
of the river to the upland, the boundary is a line over such incline conforming to the
mean level of the waters when at other places in that vicinity they reach and wash
the cut bank without overflowing it.
• Colonel Arthur A. Stiles – Texas Law Review

Qualified Bank

Gradient Boundary
Method
Level reading at the Toe of Slope (a)
Level reading at the Initial Point (b)
(𝑎 − 𝑏)Τ2 = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦

Level reading at the Water Level (c)
datum
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 − 𝑐
= ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚

Red River GB as cited by Stiles in TX Law
Review (1952)
•

Wichita County, Texas
•
•

•

Bank Height = 3.0 feet (0.914 m)
Boundary Height = 1.5 feet (0.457 m)

b

Cooke County, Texas
•
•

Bank Height = 3.0 feet (0.914 m)
Boundary Height = 1.5 feet (0.457 m)

a

c
Gold, 2002

Marking the Gradient Boundary

Wichita Co. RS 20
1953 study of the
river movement
from 1921 by Dr. B.
C. Tharp.

TEXAS NATURAL RESOURCES CODE
TITLE 2. PUBLIC DOMAIN
SUBTITLE A. GENERAL PROVISIONS
CHAPTER 12. RED RIVER BOUNDARY COMPACT; RED RIVER
BOUNDARY COMMISSION
SUBCHAPTER A. RED RIVER BOUNDARY COMPACT
ARTICLE II. ESTABLISHMENT OF BOUNDARY
b) The permanent political boundary line between the
states of Texas and Oklahoma along the Red River is the
vegetation line along the south bank of the Red River except
for the Texoma area, where the boundary does not change.
For purposes of this compact:
g) Should there be a change in the watercourse of the Red
River, the party states recognize the rules of accretion,
erosion, and avulsion. The states agree that accretion or
erosion may cause a change in the boundary between the
states if it causes a change in the vegetation line. With
regard to avulsion, the states agree that a change in the
course of the Red River caused by an immediately
perceivable natural event that changes the vegetation line
will change the location of the boundary between the
states.
ARTICLE VII. PROPERTY AND WATER RIGHTS
This compact does not change:
(1) the title of any person or entity, public or private, to
any of the lands adjacent to the Red River;
(2) the rights, including riparian rights, of any person or
entity, public or private, that exist as a result of the person's
or entity's title to lands adjacent to the Red River; or
(3) the boundaries of those lands.

Natural Boundaries for Interstate
Borders

Natural Boundaries for Interstate Borders
1875 US BLM Plat of T5S R12W IM

1919 TX GLO Working Sketch Original
Surveys in Wichita County

Accretion and Erosion
• Accretion has been defined, in general, as the
grain-by-grain deposit of soil along the bank or bed
of a stream or a lakeshore by the action of the water.
The legal effect of accretion under Federal
jurisdiction and in nearly all State jurisdictions is that
an owner may keep accretions that attach to his or
her lands. (BLM 8-108)
• Erosion is defined as the grain-by-grain removal of
soil from the banks or bed of a stream or lake by the
action of the water. The legal effect of erosion under
Federal jurisdiction and under nearly all State
jurisdictions is that an upland owner loses title to
eroded land. (BLM 8-110)

Avulsion
• An “avulsion” is the sudden and perceptible change in
a channel of a boundary stream with a new channel and
remaining “fast” land between, or a comparable change
in some other body of water forming a boundary owing
to natural causes or from the result of human activity.
(BLM 8-81)
• Avulsions within a survey area that have occurred
before original survey and before statehood are
meaningless as to boundaries, in that no rights or
boundaries had yet been created. (BLM 8-91)

BLM Claim along the
Red River

• Resource Management Plan (RMP)
• Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas
• Primary focus Oil and Gas exploration

BLM Claim along the Red
River

2015 Flood Event

2015 Flood Event

South bank of the Red River looking upstream in
July 2015 after a rain.

South bank of the Red River looking downstream in
July 2015 after a rain.

Protection of Texas Private Property Rights
and the Border of Texas
• 2015 US Congressman Mac
Thornberry (R-Texas) RRPPPA
• Disclaim rights south of river
• Charges Texas GLO with
identification of south river
boundary; now amended to
include surveyors appointed from
Texas and Oklahoma
• Oklahoma amendment – Tribal
interest
• Passed House; in Senate

Hart, 2014

Conclusion
• Rivers
• Natural Boundary
• International, Interstate, Reservation, Private
• Easy to identify for the layman
• Subject to move
• River Morphology
• Accretion and Erosion
• Avulsion
• Gradient Boundary interpretation
• Legislation

• Aderholt v. BLM suit
• BLM admits to incorrect method used

